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Abstract—The communication infrastructure among various
interconnected devices has revolutionized the process of
collecting and sharing information. This evolutionary paradigm
of collecting, storing and analyzing data streams is called the
Internet of Everything (IoE). The information exchange through
IoE is fast and accurate but leaves security issues. The emergence
of IoE has seen a drift from a single novel technology to several
technological developments. Managing various technologies
under one infrastructure is complex especially when a network is
openly allowing nodes to access it. Access transition of
infrastructures from closed networked environments to the
public internets has raised security issues. The consistent growth
in IoE technology is recognized as a bridge between physical,
virtual and cross-cultural worlds. Modern enterprises are
becoming reliant on interconnected wireless intelligent devices
and this has put billions of user’s data in risk. The interference
and intrusion in any infrastructure have opened the door of
public safety concerns because this interception could
compromise the user’s personal data as well as personal privacy.
This research aims to adopt a holistic approach to devising a
secure IoE architecture for cross-culture communication
organizations, with attention paid to the various technological
wearable devices, their security policies, communication
protocols, data format and data encryption features to avoid the
data exploitation. A systems methodology will be adopted with a
view to developing a secure IoE model which provides for a
generic implementation after analyzing the critical security
features to minimize the risk of data exploitations. This would
combine the ability of IoE to connect, communicate, and
remotely manage an incalculable number of networked,
automated devices with the security properties of authentication,
availability, integrity and confidentiality on a configurable basis.
This will help clarify issues currently present and narrow down
security threats planning considerably.
Keywords—privacy; privacy enhancing technology (PET); big
data; information communication technology (ICT)

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Everything (IoE) can be defined as the
products and systems which are communicating and interacting
with the environment, users and another system through the

communication networks. The emergence of IoE has integrated
various diverse type networks and wireless communication
technologies under one platform [3]. The new open
communication relationship among devices has complicated
the trust relationship and raised security issues within
communication systems and the heterogeneous entities. The
IoE based organizations require a novel security architecture to
be laid out after analysing the existing ICT infrastructure to
solve these security issues [5]. The IoE among cross-cultural
organisations is growing at an alarming pace and meeting the
security demands is becoming hyper-complex since the
advancement in capabilities of smart technologies. The crosscultural communication creates vulnerabilities and cyber
security challenges depending on the communication
processes, products and security of data; consequently have a
high impact on economic growth [19]. The integration of
various devices on a multichannel enhances users experience
but positions the organisation’s interface where intruders could
exploit the data. Organisations operating in various sectors of
the world have potentially many business partners, advisers,
customers and closer collaborations exchanging a significant
amount of data with each other. This not only enriches the
product development and recruiting experience but leaves
information's flaws in complex data handling. Cross-cultural
organisations using hybrid delivery models run processes and
business services through the cloud; managed by external
providers [10]. The hybrid models help organisations to look at
the activities through IoE communication model and extend the
security perimeter to detect and monitor cyber security attacks.
Cross-cultural awareness and understanding are becoming
increasingly important in the modern era. The study conducted
by Botha et al, [3] showed that young people are particularly
comfortable in sharing their experiences and cultural signatures
through mobile technology and SMS services. Smartphones
were at the forefront of the technology from the late nineties
until now. Increasingly smart devices and wearable
technologies are driving a new technological revolution [18].
These devices are capable of using sensor technologies to
monitor, alert, automate the processes and activities in our
personal and work lives. The world is increasingly becoming
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more global and the advent of new digital technologies is
constantly diminishing the barriers of space and distance
among communities. At a global scale, this phenomenon is
presenting new challenges in terms of how to increase the
awareness of the cultural sensitivities and safe-use in the new
digital era of Internet of Everything (IoE) [12].
The evolution of computers from mainframes to PCs, the
transformation into ubiquitous computing with the emergence
of Wireless sensor networks lead to wide industry adoption of
Internet of Everything [13]. Due to this rapid evolution
process, Internet of Everything has become an integral part of
our life in the form of smart homes, smart healthcare, and
smart automobiles [17]. Similarly, this advancement in
technology is becoming de facto standard for businesses to
achieve their key performance indicators and remain on the
cutting edge in this competitive market [13]. Although
currently customer-centric approach is helping businesses to
create positive customer experiences with the help of analytic
techniques, which analyses Big Data and can add value to a
company, a more intelligent approach is required to deal with
real data involved in Internet of Everything [15]. It is expected
that the number using the Internet of Everything, will grow up
to 50billion by 2020. This is due to the fact that transitioning to
Internet of Everything by adding intelligence to data, allowing
continuous monitoring, updating and controlling it in a real
time improves the operational decision-making process of
business [8].
II.

secure users only and if the infrastructure triggers any caution
about a unauthenticated device, the access should not be
allowed. Capgemini’s, [4] survey shows the Internet of
Everything (IoE) present a business opportunity for a trilliondollar industry and growth of new industries to cater for this
shift where technology infused the world is a norm. The 71%
of executives (related to IoE industry) raise their concern on
security threats and related consequences on the growth of this
business and opportunity it presents [4]. Only 33% of
executives in the survey believed that the current IoE based
products and services are resilient to cyber security attacks [4].
One of the key factors for the increase in security threat is the
fact that IoE based products and system increase the potential
attack points in a system [5]. The users awareness and patterns
of behavior could play a major role in safe-use of IoE based
products and systems [18]. The understanding of cultural
behavior and patterns of communities will also play a key part
in the growth of IoE based industry, especially when a culture
of one community may affect the culture and behavior pattern
of another community in terms of educating and informing the
safe use of IoE based products and systems [1].

'IOT-IZING' THE BUSINESS

The adoption of latest technologies is slow particularly in
small businesses but IoE integration has envisaged all size
businesses to add real value to their communications and day
to day processes [2]. Modern businesses are required to be
proactive to build a frame around of how they can stay IoTized especially in meeting the cross-cultural communication
needs. As soon as an organization starts thinking about moving
their internal and external communications and processes on
IoE related technologies, they would need to think investments
on resulting data, volume of data connectivity, infrastructure
support, data intelligence and sensors [20]. Consequently,
businesses would need to think about staff training of using the
IoE technologies to take the full advantage of going IoT-ized
[18]. The integration of IoE technology based infrastructure
would also help cross culture staff training to stay up to date on
the updates and changes taking places within the organizations.
The journey of going IoT-ized would bring unexpected and
unpredictable challenges in real time situations but cross
culture conflicts and consortiums could be resolved to share
best practices using IoE paradigm [12]. The management of
cross-culture communications using IoE technologies to
connect more and more devices would bring more
opportunities for cyber criminals as well as hackers [6].
It is very important for all size businesses to consider the
security threats to avoid risks of data exploitation. If businesses
are using some devices for communication and recording, there
is a huge risk of these devices can be hacked and information
recorded in this device could be exploited [5]. These threats
should be embraced as a challenge to the organization and
design a framework which could authenticate and authorize the

Fig. 1. IoT-izing and Cross Culture Communication [4]

The adoption of Internet of Everything provides business
data intuitiveness, which was never possible before [12].
Increased processing power of server machines, super-fast
internet connection, and massive use of smart devices with
their falling costs, seamless business to business
communication and development of applications lead the
businesses to adopt cloud-based solutions, to help achieve
scalable, flexible and low-cost solutions to improve their
customer experience [3]. Just establishing IT infrastructure and
connecting to The Internet is not enough, the adoption of IoE
and cloud services is also required for a business to improve its
informed decisions by the stakeholders [2]. Cloud services
allow storing and analyses of business data coming from
different streams [4]. Internet of Everything will constantly
generate new data, which can be used to enhance the business
key performance indicators such as customer services [6]. In
order to gain an advantage of the Internet of Everything,
companies should proactively plan to which extent they can be
'IoT-ized ' [3]. This can be done by focusing on the installation
of infrastructure and employee training, so they can handle
both internal processes and customer’s queries [9]. Internet of
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Everything is all about the connection between devices and
exchanging of data, which means there are increased security
threats to data and devices [5]. As more and more new devices
are connected to IoE, people must be made aware of how to
implement security measures while connecting these devices;
they also provide new opportunities to the hackers because the
experts are also exposing more vulnerabilities [4].
A. Privacy in IoE
Since the IoE has become so widespread, the smart devices
know more and more about how to collect our data, therefore,
we should also be aware of how they are monitoring and
collecting our data and spying on us without our consent [8].
Security and privacy are one of the critical concerns
individuals have. The EU Commission’s paper on Internet of
Everything Governance also highlights the implementation of
security controls to minimize cyber-attacks and individual
surveillance [14]. This does not mean that Internet of
Everything should be avoided but rather a cautious and planned
approach should be taken [2]. The dawn of internet has raised
the concerns over privacy preservation. When organizations
are communicating cross-culturally through the IoE medium,
many applications used by the devices will exacerbate the
problem of leaving trails of communication, traceable
signatures, locations and the individual’s behaviors [6].
The privacy concerns of healthcare organizations are more
relevant as they run many applications through IoE. The
hospital management systems may require the tracking of
medical equipment or the monitoring of patient’s vital statistics
within assisted living facilities or at home. In this situation, the
new IoE devices which require association and decoupling
with the owner should authenticate the security check so to
identify the device. A mechanism of shadowing has been
proposed to look at the data security [8]. The user objects use
digital shadows which store the virtual identity of the device in
terms of its attributes and information [19]. The association of
diverse authentication methods for machines and humans
would offer new opportunities to identify the device identity
and increase security. The door of personal networks could be
opened for an object combining it with bio-identification [20].
Different countries have different views on compliance and
privacy especially since technology is consistently evolving on
a daily basis and cross culture organizations need to be
cognizant of how these matters and issue would apply to them
[11].
III.

CROSS CULTURE COMMUNICATION AND IOE

In order to meet the current demands, businesses are
advancing their technologies in both software as well as
hardware. Various researchers and IT experts have warned that
this model is going to be changed in the future especially in
terms of IoE advances when looking at cross-cultural aspects.
This model would lead to the concept of generating revenue
not only from hardware but from its use of on a cross culture
communication basis. The model of freemium subscriptions
would be the preferred choice in the IoE era of cross culture
organizations [9]. The assumed model would raise many
security issues relating to user’s data. The services designed
around hardware would be more amenable to ecosystems and
easily upgradable providing multiple opportunities to generate

revenue [14]. The evolution of a service-centric model could
result in cross culture businesses struggling to ensure that they
prioritize processes in order that protecting user data is easy as
well as secure and transparent. Organizations would benefit
from this customer-centric communication in terms of keeping
track of customer loyalty program information, payment
methods and purchase history [7]. This information would help
organizations to improve customer experience as well as
creating a solid foundation for monetization and data security
[16].
IV.

ELEMENTS OF A SECURE ARCHITECTURE: CROSS
CULTURAL BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

The basic principal and central approach of IT security
should be to design a secure infrastructure instead having
additional layers of the existing architecture [20]. In relation to
design a secure IT infrastructure for cross-culture
communication, following principals need to consider:
A. Alignment of Business Domains and Security
Requirements
A traditional IT infrastructure is designed in alliance with
business processes and domains. In particular, if we talk about
the retail businesses their domain may be based on the entire
value chain from store management to supply chain
management [10]. On the contrary, the IT infrastructure design
has to look at both the perspectives of risk exposures to
existing assets and business processes in each domain. The
security element should be embedded and made an integral part
of the architecture rather than making it more complex after
adding more security layers [7].
B. Grouping by Capability
The ICT infrastructure is made secure and manageable on
the basis of similar privileges level for users [2]. The privileges
are assigned to particular groups of security and business
domains. The risk is assessed on processes and assets of the
organisations through the capability level and if it requires,
more consistent and adequate securities these are assigned to
various groups [11]. The homogenous level of protection is
obtained after adding capabilities to security domains
C. Modularity
The modularity part deals with adjusting the security level
of domains without affecting the other domains [9]. The
business encompasses various domains with different security
levels and modular structure as this helps to adequately
measure the risk and at the same time provides protection as
well. The infrastructure security could be increased by
deploying the pivotal points at various nodes to monitor the
technology. Devising a secure interface only between a
corporate network and public internet is insufficient [18]. The
threats of hijacking the network after connecting and
penetrating in the infrastructure would grow. These threats
would not be protected by the outside network guards and
require some inside topologies to be devised to keep it secure
through triggers [13]. As soon as some users get connected
with the IoE, an extra security layer should be activated which
detects attacks. The system should be designed in an intelligent
way, which consistently observes the inside activities, detects
user behavior change and alerts the infrastructure. Once the
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network is divided into security domains, it brings multiple
benefits to detecting threats [4]

of customers personal information could lead to regulatory
fines [4].

Information is a valuable source and most modern
businesses rely on effective use of information for their
processes, market reach, customer satisfaction and competitive
advantage [9]. This demand for the valuable information puts a
strain on privacy and data related to personal liking, disliking,
and behaviour. Etc. The information system has brought huge
success to businesses in achieving their goals. The information
system gathers process, distribute, utilise and interact with
information [6]. The success of information systems is
dependent on channelling communications effectively between
different components of such system including people. The
information security is an established discipline and with welldefined procedures and measures to this effect.

VII. MODEL OF SECURE ARCHITECTURE FOR CROSS
CULTURE COMMUNICATION: : TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE

V.

EXISTING ARCHITECTURE LIMITS

Time and the budget have always been a pressure on
modern organizations even though they are willing to invest
heavily to secure their IT infrastructure [8]. These constraints
lead them not to integrate security triggers inside the
infrastructure but layering a new security infrastructure on top
of their existing IT architecture. This addition creates ringfenced, haphazard and heterogeneous architectural landscape
which requires vast system updates and manual intervention to
maintain it [15]. The purpose is to develop a secure
architectural infrastructure but instead, this approach creates
unanticipated gaps as well as complexity in a cross culture
communication environment. There will be challenges if
organizations roll out automated and digitized services quickly
[10]. The coding of planned pilots through the cloud should
have been monitored before the launch and along the
appropriate consideration of the existing landscape. The safe
testing area should have been created otherwise organization
would end up risking their IT infrastructure [9].
VI.

A JOURNEY TOWARDS DEVISING A SECURE IOE
ARCHITECTURE

The capabilities of secure enterprise architecture are
identified through an initial security assessment and classified
by threat level [1]. The most critical business assets such as
underwriting data and trading algorithms are analyzed to
identify security gaps. The compromise on the security gaps
could lead to reputational harm as well as material losses. The
processes and assets of high-risk and high-value nature are
separated on the basis of threat based classifications but crossculture communications still benefit through virtual
environments and shared infrastructure [19]. Various
applications and servers could be used to run the organizational
website through a separate authorization engine to process the
high-value financial transactions within the cross-culture
communications. The activities to support process and data
steps for online money transfer or other business transactions
are classified under discrete capabilities [7]. The adequate level
of risk and protection could be determined through the analysis
of security zone architecture within the cross culture
communication. The risk impact of breaching can be estimated
through the regulatory, competitive, financial, reputational and
operational processes of the organization [3]. The risk can also
be estimated through the process downtime as this mishandling

Fig. 2. Secure IoT Framework [20]

A. Authentication
The authentication layer is the central part of this
framework which could be used to identify and verify the IoE
entity information.
As soon as the IoE devices start
establishing the connection to each other, they require getting
connected to IoE infrastructure [2]. The identity of the device
should determine the trust relationship. Various IoE devices
may have substantially different ways of storing, managing and
presenting the information. It is noted that eligible users in
organizations access the network for both local and cross
culture communication through human credentials of password
and username [4]. In terms of IoE the endpoints should be
setup through fingerprint means, so not to require human
interaction. The embedded sensors within the IoE devices
should set artificially intelligent to scan and then recognize the
user identity based on the particular device storage mechanism
[12]. The X.509 certificates could also be used to establish a
strong authentication system to establish this identity. The
X.509 certificates are cryptographic and require enough
memory to be executed consequently it may not be possible for
various IoE devices to validate these certificates. The
authentication protocol 802.1X defined by IEEE could also be
used to authenticate the footprints leveraging the capacity to
store strong human credentials and managing CPU load. The
new modalities and form factors bring out the challenges of
coining smaller footprint credential types based on less
intensive constructs of cryptographic as authentication layer for
cross-cultural communication [17].
B. Authorization
Authorization is the second layer of this framework
controls all device access throughout the infrastructure
environment [9]. The core authentication layer is also
embedded in this by integrating the entities identity
information. The exchange of appropriate information starts as
soon as a trust relationship is established between authorization
and authentication components [11]. The same car vendor can
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develop a trust alliance between his all cars, so one car can
share certain safety capabilities related information with
another car. This established trusted alliance relationship
between cars and their dealers may allow transmitting and
exchanging additional information such as their last
maintenance records or odometer reading [17]. The mechanism
of user’s access and management to enterprise networks is well
validated in the current policy structure of IoE devices.
Building an architecture handling communication of billions of
IoE devices with varying trust relationships would be a big
challenge for cross-culture communications [18]. These
challenges would also extend to the point of end-to-end
communication with appropriate controls and traffic policies to
segment and synchronize the data traffic. The major factor to
be looked after in this architecture would be the minimization
of data exploitation.
C. Network Enforced Policy
The network enforced policy layer involves the traffic of all
things that will route and transport on the infrastructure
securely including controlling and management of the data
exchange over IoE devices.
Various mechanisms and
protocols are already established regarding network enforced
policy to secure the infrastructure of a network when IoE
devices communicate cross-culturally [20].
D. Secure Analytics: Visibility and Control
The process of controlling the IoE ecosystem with the
purpose of gaining visibility, a service is defined by the secure
analytics layer through which data centers, network
infrastructures, and all endpoints participate in providing
telemetry [15]. A massive parallel database (MPD) platform
can be deployed as it would process large volumes of data
efficiently [20]. The anomalies of the secured data can be
picked out and real time statistical analysis could be performed
when integrating analytics with this technology [4]. This is a
telemetry provision of all those elements that correlate and
aggregate the information required for threat detection. This
model envisages that, if the data is accessed by unauthenticated
and unauthorized IoE devices, threat mitigation should
automatically shut down the attacker and raise those triggers.
The IoE devices generate data and that is only valuable if the
correct security process and analytical algorithms are applied to
identify and resolve the threats [6]. The security algorithms are
applied on various layers of this model and data collected from
those sources could produce a better analytical outcome of
dealing with security threats. Every day new technology is
evolving and network fabrics are becoming more complex in
nature. The infrastructures topologies are moving to private
and public clouds and this move require defense capabilities
along with threat intelligence detection and resolution at the
same time on clouds. The derivation of accurate intelligence
requires control, context, and visibility [13].
VIII. CONCLUSION
The IoE constructs have vast security implications so
deconstructing an existing security framework could be a
foundation of security for future cross-culture communications
environments. The proposed framework by the authors could
be used in operational environments where policy enforcement
is a key feature as well as protocol lead product development

frameworks. There is a huge potential for zero-day attacks
since the IoE industry is consistently emerging from multiculture communications to cross-culture communications. This
offers the devised architecture to apply security at the
appropriate layer. The last layer of this architecture is the end
point highly constrained devices and this integration minimized
the malware growth on this stage. There is a tremendous
increase on IP-based sensors and this leads to attack the data.
These evolvements in technology highlight the need for new
identification techniques and coining new security protocols.
The revised structure should be applied to endpoint IoE devices
within the cross culture communication in accordance with
their enhanced capabilities. It is clear that IoE always leverages
new challenges to security architects and networks. There is a
need to evolve smart security systems which include predictive
analysis, anomaly detection and threat detection for crossculture communications.
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